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The Civil War and San Diego 
Grade Level: 8th 
 

History-Social Science Standards: 
8th Grade  
8.8  Students analyze the divergent paths of the American people in the South from 1800 to the mid-
1800’s and the challenges they faced 
8.8 (6)  Describe the War for Independence and the Mexican-American War, including territorial 
settlements, the aftermath of the wars, and the effects the wars had on the lives of Americans, 
including Mexican-Americans today. 
8.10  Students analyze the multiple causes, key events, and complex consequences of the Civil War. 
8.10 (5)  Study the views and lives of leaders and soldiers on both sides of the war, including those of 
black soldiers and regiments. 
8.10 (7)  Explain how the war affected combatants, civilians, the physical environment, and future 
warfare 
 

Common Core Reading Standards For Literacy In History/Social Studies 
8th Grade 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources. 
3. Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to history/social studies (e.g., how a 
bill becomes law, how interest rates are raised or lowered). 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary 
specific to   domains related to history/social studies. 
6. Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g. loaded language, 
inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 
7. Integrate visual information (e.g. in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other 
information in print and digital texts.  
8. Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 
 

Documents Included:  
Document 1:  Etching, New San Diego Barracks, c. 1880 
Document 2:  Report from Major Edwin A. Rigg, Official Records: Serial 105 (7) 
Documents 3 and 4:  Reports from Major Edwin A. Rigg, Official Records: Serial 105, (11 & 12)  
Document 5:  Oath of Allegiance (7) 
 
 

Historical Context: 
 
The only Civil War incident in California took place in San Diego County in November of 1861, seven 
months after the first shots were fired across a continent at Fort Sumter.  A party of 16 Confederate 
sympathizers, led by assemblyman Dan Showalter, were captured without a struggle by Union forces 
near what is now Mesa Grande.  They were believed to have been planning the capture of the Union 
outpost of Fort Yuma, claiming California for the Confederacy.  The Union soldiers, stationed at Camp 
Wright (near Warner’s Ranch), intercepted the would-be Confederates and administered loyalty 
oaths.  After their release, though, the majority headed to the South to fight for the Confederacy. 

Source:  “California’s Only Rebels Met Defeat.” San Diego Union Tribune. 27 January 1955 
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Students’ Task: 
Your students’ task is based on the accompanying documents and is designed to assess their ability 
to work with and interpret historical documents. As they analyze each document, remind them to take 
into account the source of each, the author/organization’s point of view(s), and their knowledge of the 
historical era. Let them know that their answers are based on their own interpretation of the 
documents and that as long as their answers are logical and their interpretations are supported by the 
contents of the document, they will be considered correct. *Small group, whole-class, or jigsaw 
(recommended) 
 

 

8th Grade Questions and Essay Prompts 
 

Part A:  Analyze the documents to answer the following questions 
 
Document 1:  Etching, New San Diego Barracks, c. 1880 
 

1. What does this etching tell you about the location of the barracks in New San Diego? 
2. If  the date of this etching were not included, what other clues would help you recognize 

this time period? 
3. Do you think New San Diego had a relatively large or small population based on this 

etching?  Why or why not? 
 
Document 2:  Report from Major Edwin A. Rigg, Official Records: Serial 105 (7) 
 

1. Where is Camp Wright? 
2. What is a secessionist?   
3. Why does Major Edwin A. Rigg believe they were “on their way to lend aid and comfort to 

the enemy?” 
 
Documents 3 and 4:  Reports from Major Edwin A. Rigg, Official Records: Serial 105, (11 & 12)  
 

1.  T.L. Roberts is quoted as saying he is “opposed to taking up arms against [his] own 
people”.  To what group of people is he referring? 
2.  Why do you think William Woods says “it is hard to say which side would I take”? 
3.  None of these captured men are originally from California.  Based on these documents and 
your knowledge of American history, why do you think they all moved to California? 
4.  Based on all of testimony provided, what do you think these men felt was the cause of the 
Civil War?   
5.  What other possible causes of the Civil War are not mentioned? 
6. What reasons were given by some of the captured men as to why they were hesitant to take 
the Oath of Allegiance?   

 
Document 5:  Oath of Allegiance (7) 
 
 1.  What year was the Oath administered? 

2. To which organization is the person swearing allegiance to when taking this oath? 
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3. Does the Oath specifically name the “enemies and opposers”?  Based on the date given, 
who were the “enemies”? 

 

Part B: Essays 
  
Using both your knowledge of US History and the documents provided, write a well organized essay 
that includes an introduction, body, and conclusion.  
 

1. Explain how the Civil War affected the entire nation, and not just the East Coast states. 
2. Explain the different causes for the Civil War given by both the Union and the Confederacy. 

 
http://www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/76spring/civilwar.htm 
 
http://www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/61april/civilwar.htm 
 
 
  

http://www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/76spring/civilwar.htm
http://www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/61april/civilwar.htm
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Document 1 

Etching, New San Diego Barracks 

San Diego and the Civil War 

Courtesy of the San Diego History Center Archives 
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Document 2 

Report from Major Edwin A Rigg, Official Records: Serial 105 (7) 

Courtesy of the San Diego History Center Archives 
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Document 3  

Report from Major Edwin A Riggs, Official Records: Serial 105 (11) 

Courtesy of the San Diego History Center Archives 
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Document 4 

Report from Major Edwin A. Riggs, Official Records: Serial 105 (12) 

Courtesy of the San Diego History Center Archives 
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Document 5 

Oath of Allegiance 

Courtesy of the San Diego History Center Archives 

 

 


